A Fortnight in N.W. Luristan
slopes of Kuh Garu shut in Luristan as with a wall.   This
climbing into a country which is not considered safe, is
exhilarating, though no sense of peril is possible in so bright
sunlight, such radiant solitude, such breadth of mountain
ranges under the pale October sky.   As a matter of fact, it
is only the other three passes over Kuh Garu which are pre-
sumed to be held by robbers at this moment: our Varazan
has been in the hands of government for the last six weeks,
It is as well to know this beforehand; otherwise one might
take the garrison for bandits instead of policemen.   They
come tumbling out of a round stone tower, their guns polished
and clean among the d£bris of the rest of their attire.   They
take a toll of eight krans (is. 5^.) for every pack animal across
the pass. "When the robbers held it, they took only seven-
pence more, and might have gone on making a regular
income for a long time if they had not lost their tempers one
day with two merchants who thought to bargain fivepence
off the tariff and whose death caused a stoppage in the charcoal
trade which comes out of Luristan by Kuh Garu; whereupon
government dislodged the bandits, handed over ten guns to
some Lurs of Khava who are on the side of law and order
for the time being, and left the pass and its revenue in their
hands.
These volunteers were friendly people, delighted with con-
versation and chivalrous enough to forgo their eight krans in
honour of their first Ferangi from the plain.
They brought little glasses of tea into the sunshine, spread
a felt rug, and began to talk about the present security of
Persia with the enthusiasm which is general there among the
poorer sort. One of them had a wounded leg which I doc-
tored with brandy, while the chief of the post, pushing his
long hair out of his eyes and leaning on his gun, slowly read
the address on my letter of introduction to die Governor at
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